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Speech therapy sentences for adults

This blog is about all the things we at Sanapsis Love about speech therapy with adults. We are super excited to introduce a new family member, Sanapsis+ - an app to work on speech and communication skills at home. Sanapsis +, coming in December 2020 for the AppStore and GooglePlay! Like all of our apps, Sanapsis+ is designed for people with
acquired speech and communication difficulties due to neurological deficits. These can include afas, stroke, traumatic brain injury, or a neurological disease. With Sanapsis+ you can improve active communication in all language areas: speaking, listening, reading and writing. In addition to specific language exercises, Sanapsis+ provides ideas and guidance
on working with speech and communication skills at home in our everyday lives. After all, the real world is where the magic of communication happens! We look forward to sharing Sanapsis+ with you soon! How are you? It sure turns out to be a very different spring than what we expected. I hope you stay healthy and things fall into place for you and your
loved ones (maybe slowly, but hopefully for sure). For us, it's been a busy few weeks. We've been setting up far more telepactic appointments than planned and helping our patients navigate this new environment for many. As such we have a chance to use Sanapsis in teletherapy more than usual and it has been a blast! Hopefully you have also found ways
to make use of materials and ideas in Sanapsis during these times. We would love to hear how it goes! Please contact out via this site or comment below. Also, please reach out if you need help figuring out a good setup for you how to share your iPad screen etc. We are here and always happy to help. In other news: We are left to bring more exercises to our
Swedish speaking friends! Our update to Sanapsis Svenska (1.5) is ready for download from the AppStore. This free update includes 5 new exercises to be used online or in person with your patients. There are new things in three categories: Speech Production, Understanding, Writing and Perseverance. For Speech Production we have two new exercises:
Descriptive phrase / Bilda a descriptive opinion and Give Instructions / Ge Instructions.Descriptive phrase is a bit like a chatty sister to our previous exercise Precise sentence. In Precise sentence you show your patient a picture and ask them to give a simple, straightforward informative phrase, eg There are cakes on the table. In the Descrptive phrase you
also get a picture prompt, but ask your patient to produce a sentence with as much detail and adjectives as possible, to really describe the image. There is an example phrase hidden under the panel you can use as a general guideline for what the phrase might look like. For more information about why and how to this task with patients under the info button
in the right-bottom corner. Bilda a beskrivande opinion, screen you see when the launch of the exercise Bilda a beskrivande mening, with example Give instructions is a text-based exercise for speech production. Here you are presented with a prompt to describe a sequential task. There are two levels. Level 1 has familiar tasks where your patient is asked to
prepare instructions on how to perform these tasks, such as Explain how to light a fire in a fireplace. Level 2 tasks have the same idea, but with a twist. Level 2 prompts include more complex situations and part of problem solving, such as your neighbor locked himself out of the house. Tell him what to do. Below you can see examples of both levels. For more
information about why and how to use these prompts with your patients, see the info button in the right-bottom corner. Ge instructions, level 1 Ge instructions, Level 2 Update 1.5 for Sanapsis Svenska includes a new exercise for our comprehension category. Follow the instructions / Följ instructionsna is a task where your patient moves the images on the
screen after asking you to give them. This task is best used when facing each other at a table, where you can read the text upside down at the top of the screen and the patient can manipulate the images. In settings, you can switch it up to a reading task. This will switch the text to the bottom of the screen and the patient can follow the prompt as you read.
You can also find this exercise in our reading category in our next update. Följ as an understanding task when you sit on opposite sides of a table Följ instructionsna for a reading task In writing category we move to the keyboard! This update adds a text level copying task, Copy words using the keyboard / Kopiera the word with the tangent table. On the
screen you see a word. If you tap the bar, a keyboard appears on the screen so you can copy away! If you prefer a larger keyboard, you can connect a Bluetooth keyboard to your iPad and use it. In settings, you can see the familiar categories from which the words to be copied are retrieved. Mix and match to meet your patients' needs. Ideas on how to make
use of these categories can be found under the info button. Copy the word with the tangent table. Copy the word with the tangent table, instructions options, and categories. In our Perseveration category you are already familiar with tasks using letters and numbers. Now we introduce a new member to this group, Repeated naming, pictures / Seriell
benämning, bilder. Here you will see photos and ask your patient to name them serially while working on strategies to reduce the tendency to persevere. Look for a more in-depth description of how and when to use these exercises under the info button! And while you're at you will find that some of the well-known categories are presented Also, along with
settings for how many images per screen and how many objects are represented in those images. In this example I have chosen to have only category (fruits and vegetables) active and I have 9 images per screen with 2 objects, orange and coconut. I've tapped some of them to reveal the written name, easy to hide by pressing again. Seriell benämning,
bilder Seriell benämning, bilder, with examples It is our update 1.5 for Sanapsis Svenska! Hope you enjoy it! Remember that updating Sanapsis is and always will be free. Hope to hear from you soon. Keep in mind that we are happy to answer any questions you may have. Stay good. Hello there. I am sure that you are familiar with COVID-19, and all the
precautions that are happening around us just know that. It can feel scary as everything happens so fast. But it's great to see people around the world coming together, determined to beat this thing. In terms of many things, also for speech therapy sessions, it means staying put at home and going online. Namely, switching from face-to-face speech session
to teleconscractic, most often performed via videoconferencing. For many patients online video calling is a well-known platform. For some, this may be a new thing all together. For us SLPs, as well-known and secure communication partners for our patients, this can be an excellent opportunity to open up new and necessary communication channels. While
isolated, many patients are forced to learn new skills and find new ways to connect with their loved ones. Many necessary appointments are also moving online as visits with doctors and nurses. At a time like this, I can't think of a better target for speech therapy than picking up these new skills and experiences! If you mostly do your speech sessions face to
face, taking the plunge for telepractise can feel daunting. There are a lot of things to consider doing things safely and making sure you follow the necessary guidelines. These vary from country to country and between states, so be sure to check what these requirements mean for you and your practice. With some patients and caregivers it will take some
convincing to give telepractice a try (when everything changes around you, put speech therapy on hold until things settle down can feel like a good option), others will jump at the opportunity. But if you and your patients jump through the hoops to get everything ready for telepactic now, it's much easier to persevere if things pull out than to start building up
again after a while has passed. Unfortunately, we have no way of knowing how long this situation will be going on. Once you have your knots and bolts sorted out, appointments signed and patients ready to go, you need to figure out the materials and ideas to conduct a session. You have used a time to get things this far and it sure takes time to get
traditional materials materials in digital form too. And you have this session coming up today, not next week! But fear not, I have something to help you get started. Lovely set up by Kyllösen kommunikaatio. Yes, of course I'm talking about Sanapsis! Tons of ready to go materials and ideas to implement in your sessions. If you have used Sanapsis before in
your face-to-face sessions with the patient, even better! Now there is something they know and are familiar with right there on their computer screen, in a new and different situation. If you're using your iPad for telepic, share your screen, launch Sanapsis and fire away! If you prefer to use your computer (I do!) connect your iPad to your computer, mirror your
iPad to your computer (I like to use QuickTime Player, learn how here or here) and share your computer screen (check out the lovely created from Kyllösen kommunatio. Thanks for the pic, Paula!). Baby food! In a time like this, when social isolation is more or less mandatory, there is real power in forging and maintaining relations with the people around us.
Being there to go through jitters with our patients can make a huge difference. We should all take the opportunity to be there for our patients with communication difficulties as a low stress online connection. After all, we can help them to be able to connect with others with confidence after practicing these skills with you, their trusted communication
professional. To help you get over this hurdle, we offer Sanapsis for free for the rest of March. If you are not familiar with Sanapsis yet, you can Sanapsis Lite for a sneak peek of what we have to offer in all three languages, English, Finnish and Swedish. We hope to enrich your speech therapy sessions with adult patients by providing materials to be used
with your patient, in person or online. Never lose this connection! Stay healthy. Help keep others healthy. We can do this. Sanapsis Svenska just got an update (1.4) and is now better than ever! We launched two new exercises, one in our production category (Jag vill...) and one in the Reading category (Ordna Berättelsen). Can you spot the newbies below?
The production category now has six exercises in total. The new one I want. (Jag vill..) -exercise brings a new challenge to the mix. With this exercise, you can challenge your patient to make choices and express opinions about different activities. Also useful for someone who tends to persevere in their output – using a sentence frame with varied endings can
be used to increase flexibility too! The reading category now has seven exercises at multiple levels of reading. The new Organizer instructions (Ordna berättelsen) bring along meaningful reading and logic deductions based on what you read. On the screen you will see 4-7 sentences (based on the you choose). These phrases include steps Step instructions
to complete a task (eg hanging a painting, changing sheets, buying flowers from florist, changing bulb, making a snowman). Organizing these instructions to form a coherent answer to the question: How can you .... (hang a painting, change sheets, buy flowers, change a light bulb, make a snowman...) provides deductive sentence level reading, a working
memory challenge and reward for reading the instructions to your therapist to make sure they make sense. Funny, huh? Organize instructions, level 1 Organize instructions, level 3 Let us know what you think! We are always happy to hear from you sanapsis@puheklinikka.net or through this website. Hello all you lovely people! We have improved Sanapsis
and Sanapsis Suomi side by side this summer and release 3.1 for both apps are here. For this one our focus has been on the Production category, but as minds tend to wander you may find some additions spread across other categories too. I'll give a quick overview of the heftier additions here and hope you enjoy exploring more in the app on your own.
First up, our Naming Exercises. We get a lot of very nice feedback on our photos, so we decided to add some more. A total of 227 images have been added to Naming (Noun) and Naming (Actions), and I will. As always the images that pop up on the screen here are randomized to keep things interesting. This means that the new images will be mixed with
the familiar and you will see them popping up as you go. Hope you like them! When you use Organize a phrase, you will come across new items as well. We've added 100 new sentences! Evenly spread across levels, remember to press the info button and adjust levels. Precise sentences were given 91 new tasks and its counterpart Descriptive Sentences
received 70. Enjoy both! As always, we appreciate feedback, suggestions for improvements and of course just to hear about you and how you're doing with Sanapsis. Let us know on sanapsis (a) puheklinikka.net! We just launched our first official update to our Sanapsis Svenska (1.3), yay! To celebrate, this post will mostly be about the newly localized
exercises for Swedish. So if you use the English or Finnish version of Sanapsis, mostly old news. But not distraught - we think one can always use a refresher. Maybe you haven't taken these exercises for a walk with your patients lately and could use some motivation to make more use of the things you already own. Let's find out! The update comes with
three new exercises for our Swedish version of Sanapsis: Discussion Starters, Build a Question and Sentence and Picture. Old favourites with many options! Let's first have a look at the sentence and picture / Lause yes kuva / och bild. You can see this in our Reading section, right up there in the right corner of the menu. Sentence and picture / Lause yes
kuva / Opinion Opinion bild - exercise comes with two levels. Level one displays an image and two, three, or four sentences, depending on the settings. Ask the patient to select the one that matches the image. At level 1, the sentences are quite simple and very different from each other. At level 2, the setup is the same, but sentences are more abstract or
semantically closer. When the patient selects a sentence, the text changes color, but the app doesn't provide any feedback. It's up to you to decide how to get the most out of the material in your session. Some of our exercises are delivered to you in several categories. Mostly for easy access, but also because we don't want you to get stuck with only one way
to use the materials you have at your disposal. Creativity and flexibility, that's what it takes to become a liquid Sanapsis user! One of these exercises is Build a Question / Valitse kysymyssana / Välj frågeordet and you can find it in the categoriesNe Production and Reading. Build a question very similar to the phrase and the image we just introduced. So if you
know your way around it, this one is an easy step. Here you see a picture, a phrase that is missing a question word and two, three or four question words. You know it now, don't you? Yes! You ask your patient to choose a question word that completes the sentence. Under the info button you can see in the lower right corner you can always find all the
settings and more info on how and when to use this exercise. Rar. Build a question, two options Build a question, four options For the next we will look at categories semantics and reading. In both of these categories you will find a new exercise: Discussion Starter / Keskustelunkäynnistäjät / Discussion Inductary. This is a simple but powerful exercise. It
comes with two levels (settings under the info button, as usual). Level 1 has simple questions you can mostly answer with one or two words. I love using this when introducing using AAC methods, great for writing down some options for the patient to point to or even make use of pictures and drawings! Level 2 comes with more complex questions that
encourage the patient to tell more. If you give the iPad to your patient and let them choose the topic you want to discuss with you, then you can create a perfect place to work on taking initiatives and ask for more info. That it our update to Sanapsis Svenska 1.3. If you haven't done so yet, you can download it to your iPad from the Appstore. Buy once, get all
future updates for free (no in-app purchases, ever)! Play, invite your patients to play and most importantly - let us know what you think! We love hearing what works, what could use improvements where we've missed a typo, or what you'd like to see added. You can always contact us via this website or send an email (in English, Finnish or Swedish). Leader
Manager to hear from you! Now that we have three language versions of Sanapsis, we thought it would be fun to have three different icons to display on the AppStore and on your iPad. We are still in love with our color scheme (orange, gray and white) and decided to keep things in line with that. Since we also want to avoid being mixed up with language
learning apps *think flag for language* so sticking with our trio was the obvious solution. All of our apps are a collaboration between our trilingual teams. But we play favorites.. Meet Sanapsis, our original English version. You might think of it as our firstborn (twin A) if you were so inclined. This one has seen a lot of tests under different circumstances and has
held up pretty nicely! Plays well with others and is currently under the supervision of the main designer, SLP Nana. This is our twin B, Sanapsis Suomi (Finnish). This one is the one we have the most direct patient feedback on and we are oh, so grateful to everyone who has been a part of bringing it to life. At the moment this one is being polished and made
better for most of our amazing SLP Elina. Our baby! Sanapsis Svenska (Swedish) is our latest localization and we are so abandoned to see it get better with each update. First release gave you the basics and new releases will always be free, as with all versions. Our Swedish version has mostly been brought to life by our talented SLP Annemari with the help
of many language pathology students at Åbo Academy in Turku, Finland. Our team of SLPs (Nana, Annemari and Elina) show off their favorites at NAC2019 (June 2019). We are very, very excited to welcome a new version of Sanapsis, Sanapsis Svenska! This means that we are now officially a family in three languages, English, Finnish and Swedish. Our
Swedish version will be rolled out gradually. The first version contains 15 exercises, and it's currently available in the AppStore. We chose these exercises to give you a broad first impression of what Sanapsis can do for you in planning and execution therapy sessions. There is so much more behind the scenes, we find it hard to hold back! But let's take a
quick first look at what we have available now in our six categories. We started with our all time favorite exercises: Naming, nouns - Benämning, substantial (514 images) and Naming, actions - Banämning - verb (300 images). These exercises provide a broad look into the images used in Sanapsis and also give you a few ideas on how to use these images in
a versatile way in therapy. Precise phrase - Bilda an exact meaning also makes use of the images in Sanapsis, this time causing your patient to produce accurate and informative phrases. With examples, of course! Retell a story - Återge berättelsen introduces you to some textual material we have therapy. The understanding category includes one of my
personal favorites. Favorites. simple Yes / No - Yes / No exercise. Such an elegant task to listen and answer simple and complex Yes/No questions. Our instructions provide examples of how and why you use this task, and of course the material of 88 questions is also for you to use. Questions based on text - Frågor about the text provides a little more
challenge on listening, attention and deduction skills with more complex material. Note that there are two levels for this task, Questions and Yes/No arguments. For the reading category we wanted to start by giving three exercises with different difficulty levels. Word and picture - Words och bild is a task to match a written word to the correct image. Well
known, right? Connect sentences – Sätt ihop allows sentences cut in half for your patient to connect at three different difficulty levels. Again, instructions give you ideas on how and why you should use this exercise as well as background on why we believe there are many important skills at play when working on these tasks. Read a story - Läs berättelsen is
a more challenging task for those patients who read at the section level, but sometimes struggles to extract the important information about what they read. For writing we included two exercises in our first version: Copy letters by hand - Kopia bokstäverna för hand and Copy words by hand - Kopia for first hand. These were included for our patients with more

serious challenges. They make the most of iPad's touch screen and are designed as a canvas to practice writing skills perhaps with your less dominant hand. Take a look, they are actually very fun to work with! For the semantic category we decided to include exercises Is parable true? - Är jämförelsen sann? and the classic, what does not belong? - Vad hör
inte hemma in the group? Is parable true makes use of different parables and asks your patient to use their logic reasoning and interpret figurative language in judging could the given parable be true. Again, more detailed explanations and examples in instruction in the app! What doesn't belong is probably a familiar task for every SLP. Our version comes
with only words, not images and provides three different difficulty levels. Some of these really challenge you and also do good tasks for reasoning and expressing your opinions. There is usually so much more potential in simple exercises than just completing a task, don't you think? Perseveration category introduces two serial naming tasks, Repeated
naming, numbers - Seriell benämning, siffror and Repeated naming, letters - Seriell benämning, bokstäver. Included are prompts on the screen with customizable settings and, you know it now, instructions and ideas on why and how to make use of these exercises. So many ways to use these prompts, really hope takes the time to look into the instructions
and get started with patients patients communication effect is lower due to a tendency to persevere. So the first version of Sanapsis Svenska is officially out in the world. As with all the versions, our updates and additions (yes, many more exercises on the way) will always be free. No in-app purchases, no hassle. Let us know what you think and send us your
ideas on improvements and extensions. Looking forward to working with a new group of friends from Sweden. We're going to die! We are proud to release our latest update! You can now download the latest version of Sanapsis from the AppStore update (Finnish, version 2.4 and English, version 2.7) with new material in many of the familiar exercises (we
think of them as Oldies, but Goodies) and also brand new exercises. As always, all new material is free - no In-App purchases, ever! This time, most of the new stuff will be in our Reading category with some extra sweet treats around the app. Below you will find a list of the things we hope will help you plan your therapy sessions this fall and beyond. Oldies
but goodies, improvements: Word and Picture now has 260 tasks Sentence and Picture has 40 new tasks, making it a total of 104Organize a story / Järjestä tarina has changed its name to Organize instructions / Järjestä toimintaohje better reflects the nature of the task. It also got 7 new tasks! Read a story got a few more stories (4 to be exact) makes it 20 in
totalIn addition to these we have something completely new to show you: 3 brand new exercises. What does not belong (a total of 64 tasks in exercise)Sound familiar? Yes, I'm sure you've all used this exercise many times before. In What Doesn't Belong, you'll see a selection of words on the screen. Ask the patient to look for the one who does not belong to
the group. This new exercise has three different levels. Level 1 has four nouns, and one of these does not belong in the same category as others. Level 2 adds two words, the selection. At level 3, things get a little more interesting. Here you can find a noun mixed with verbs or a selection where one of the words has no connection to a library (a level 3
example in the image). Level 3 tasks can be a challenge and thus provide material for our patients with higher results. As usual, the info text in the app gives you ideas on how to use this exercise in many ways with different patients in therapy. What doesn't belong? Level 3. One answer could be: The word THINK does not belong, as it is not directly
associated with music. Can you think of other solutions? Connect sentences (with 90 total tasks)This new exercise is a meaningful sentence-level reading task. On the screen you see sentences cut in half. Ask your patient to read the parts of sentences on the screen and arrange them to make coherent sentences. On level 1 you will find whole sentences
mixed up, at level 2 2 Level 3 provides more challenge with four sentences. Working on multiple sentences at the same time makes your patient challenge their working memory, attentional control, cognitive inhibition, and cognitive flexibility – all the executive functions we need to be able to communicate effectively using all domains of language. And all this
while exercising these literacy skills! Connect sentences. Level 1. Solution: The oceans are still far unexplored. A plane flies at incredible speed. Fill in letters by hand (with 224 different words)Remember the Copy Words by Hand exercise? The one where you can use a finger or pen pen to copy words they see on the screen? Well, it now has a sibling! In
the new exercise Fill letters in hand the words have lost some of their letters.. But not to worry, just ask your patient to fill in the missing letters while writing the word. Some words are easy, some are more difficult (several let_e_s are missing). You can take advantage of this by experimenting with different path channels (auditory and visual) and helping your
patient find those that are most useful to them. You can also select a category for the words. By selecting a category, you have some context for word-finding (priming). If you leave the selection blank, you'll get a random word, and the difficulty of the task increases. Fill in letters by hand. You can guess this, right? And a special experience only for our Finnish
users, just because the language is great:Järjestä tavut (180 tehtävää)Eräs ehdottomista lempimateriaaleistani therapy on tavukort. Tyypillisesti luomme näitä lennossa kynää ja paperia käyttäen, hetkessä asiakkaan tarpeita vastaamaan. New päätimme vihdoin tuoda tavut Sanapsikseen, toivottavasti olemme osannet valita mukaan sanat ja sanaparit joista
on iloa käyttäjille (ja paperikori ei jatkossa pursua pieniäpu lapja enää ihan samalla tavalla kuin aiminem..)! Tehtäväinstruktio sovelluksessa kuuluu seuraavasti: Ruudulla näet vaihtelevan määrän tavuja. Yhdistettynä tavut muodostavat sanoja, joita kuntoutuja voi rakentaa tavuja liikuttelemalla. Tasolla 1 ruudulla on yksi kaksi- tai colliquium sana, esim. SA-NA
tai SA-RA-NA. Tasolla 2 ruudulta löytyy 1 nelitavuinen yhdyssana, esim. VE-SI-SA-DE, josta voi muodostaa yhden tai kaksi sanaa. Tasolla 3 tavut muodostavat kaksi 2-3 tavuista sanaa esim. KO-RI yes MU-KA-VA. Tavujen määrän lisääntyessä ja rakenteen muuttuessa tehtävä vaikeutuu niin visuaalisesti ku koginnitiivisestikin. Sopivien sanojen rakentaminen
tapahtuu kuntoutujan ja therapistin yhteistyönä. Sanapsis ei anna palautetetta suorituksesta, sillä kaikki suomenkieliset sanat (joiden merkityksen kuntoutuja osaa kuvata) tietenkin kelpaavat! Tavutehtävää voit hyödyntää perustehtävänä sanatason merkitykselliseen lukemiseen, jossa kuntoutujan tulee itse when a byte combination generates a meaningful
word. If you want, as a therapist, you can also arrange some of the syllables in words, some like unsysanalyst, and ask the rehabilitator to assess which of the words are correct and what is wrong. In this version you practice reading, semantic reasoning and critical work grip. Not to mention collaboration and different communication roles as roles change!
Simple syllable structures can also be used in dysartria or apraxy brushes, either as repetition or as sound reading trays. It is also often appropriate to combine many goals with a task done with a material, and with syllable sets, speech therapists can come up with a lot of things! What habits and ideas do you have to take advantage of byte cards? Arrange
bytes, level 2. The solution can be fish soup or fish and soup Then there you go. Now, out to work on the next one! Hope it won't be long until I see you again with a new update. In the meantime, let us know how we do it. We love hearing from our users! Users!
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